THE RED RIVER AGGIE
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A day going by without Anna and Robert being in the museum.
James Hanson stepping with a woman.
Helen Flekke arriving on time for breakfast.
A Saturday night passing without the Eimers visiting Robertson Hall.
Elizabeth Jones chatting with Oscar Foresth.
Stella Carlson getting a below grade slip.
Clark teaching a class without explaining the wrong rule.
Oscar Forseth getting an "A" in English.
Miss Sherwood dressing a chicken.
Frances Lindahl forgetting to smile.
Ray Hogenson not being in Home Economics.
The advanced girls quarreling with the advanced boys.
Helen Gibbons not associating with the freshman boys.
Myrtle Erickson making up with Wallace Miller.
Neske not working on the annual.
Everyone passing the Modern History tests.
John Covlin missing a Tuesday evening dance.
Harry Sand beck missing a meal.
Rose Kozojed staying in her room fifteen minutes during study hours.
Harold Amundson calling at Robertson Hall.
Skat forgetting to sing "Doodle-do-doo."
The Seniors not showing good sportmanship.
Margaret Woods being late for class.
Alice Amundson not being the first one at the Post Office.
Melvin Minske not keeping quiet in class.
Julius Nelson expressing his views in Sociology class.
Cora Sorenson getting an "A" in English quiz.
The boys dressing up on Sundays; and Miss Lippitt being the first to
notice it.
The Bachelors' Society not missing a Saturday night's entertainment.
The Aggie Board taking leisure.

JFreshman~s Theme on Teachers
EACHERS are those which always make you copy notes and after you
T copy
three or four pages they tell you it really isn't important or it's all
wrong. They are reported to be absent minded but they never forget to
hand in incompletes or ask for excuses when you are absent from class.
FRESHMEN SAYINGS BEFORE TAKING E GUSH
FROM MISS SIMLEY
"It was me."
"Was youse there."
"Comin'."
"Ain't you?"
"I done it."
"I yusta."
"Was they 1"
"I haf ta."
"I ain't goin'."
"I set down all day."
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